This study presents a sliding mode multimodal control for a sensorless photovoltaic panel, which sets itself as per the sun position at every second during the day for a period of five years; then tracker, using sliding mode multimodal controller and a sliding mode observer, will track these positions to make sunrays orthogonal to photovoltaic cell that produces more energy. After sunset, tracker goes back to initial position of sunrise. This autonomic dual axis sun tracker increases power production by over 40%.
Introduction
Photovoltaic arrays are fixed. In this way, solar energy incident on modules is not optimal during time variation and seasons. Theoretical studies 1-2 show that energy supplied by a photovoltaic cell equipped by a sun tracker (ST) is higher (30-40%) than energy provided by fixed panels (Fig. 1) . A solar panel (3 m²) fixed to a surface produces 5 kWh of electricity per day. The same installation, if equipped with a tow axis sun ST [3] [4] [5] (Fig. 2 ), can provide up to 8 kWh per day. This study presents speed and position control of ST using sliding mode control (SMC) and a sliding mode observer (SMO).
Experimental Section Dual Axis Sun Tracker (ST) Modelling
A dual-axis tracking system with two degrees of freedom (DOF) was used for following the sun position in both altitude and azimuth directions, keeping the sun's rays normal to photovoltaic cell. Operational subset of ST has two DOF, motorized by tow stepper motors, in order to track exactly the prescribed sun's path. Mechanical system (Fig. 3) consists of altitude motor to drive horizontal axis, azimuth motor to drive vertical axis and photovoltaic cell (150 mm x 100 mm). It was designed using solidWorks software in the Department of Electronics, High Institute of Applied Sciences and Technologies Sousse (ISSAT so), and realised in Plexiglas profiles in order to obtain a simple and economic structure.
Considering that system operation is accomplished by one of those stepper motors at each time, mathematical model of the process in d-q (direct-quadrature) transformation 6 (Fig. 4) would be given as
where R, resistance; L inductance, J, inertia; N, spin number; K, torque constant gain; f v , friction; Ω , angular velocity; θ , rotor position; i d and i q , currents in d-q referential; and v d and v q , voltages in d-q referential.
, then model state function will be given as 
Controller Designs
Among controller types tested and implemented in ST, Hua & Shen 1 compared sun tracking effectiveness of maximum power point tracking (MPPT) algorithms with a control method, which combined a discrete control and a Proportional Integral (PI) controller to track maximum power points of a solar array [7] [8] [9] [10] . Yousef 11 developed a ST system with a fuzzy logic control for nonlinear dynamics of tracking mechanism 12,13 . Roth 14 designed a solar tracking system to measure direct solar radiation. The system was controlled by a closed loop servo system composed by four quadrant photo-detectors needed to sense the position of sun 15, 16 . Finally, a sensorless control test using SMC, which is very solicited in tracking path studies.
High Order Sliding Mode Control (SMC)
SMC can bring back the system state on sliding surface, where it will slide along the desired state. However, SMC needs a high level of discontinuous control, which makes harmful effects on actuators, known as chattering phenomenon (CP). As a solution, designing >0. In convergence phase, to bring the system on sliding surface, different forms of switching control are available. In this study, the following were chosen (U 0 >0): ) (
Proposed Sliding Mode Multimodel Control (SM-MMC) Synthesis
Multimodel approach represents an interesting alternative to SMC problems, and a powerful tool for identification, control and analysis of complex systems. Multimodel principle makes possible the design of a non linear control composed by linear sub controls relative to each sub model. The process control could be then deduced from a fusion or a commutation between different partial controls weighted by equivalent validities. In this sense, several methods of validities estimation 
Normalized reinforced validities are given as applied a discrete sliding mode. In another study 26 , a non linear control was considered for a combat air vehicle to execute agile manoeuvres. To reduce CP, fuzzy mode was applied to a high fidelity six degrees of freedom F-16 fighter aircraft model. In this study, control approach consisted in carrying out a fusion on sliding mode discontinuous control (Fig. 2) to eliminate or minimize CP. To adapt the controlling process to each sub model, several sliding surfaces were used, each state of a sub model M i was considered to reach one of these sliding surfaces s i (Fig. 5) . To ensure SMC existence, several switching control u si relative to each sliding surface s i were used. Then, partial controls y i of each sub model will contribute on validities calculationas 
Sliding Mode Observer (SMO)
Angular velocities of stepper motors measurements could give unreliable results because of disturbances that influence tachymetry sensor. Therefore, angular velocity Ω is estimated using SMO instead of sensor. This operation would give better results and will reduce the number of sensors, which are very costly and may have hard maintenance skills. SMO can be used in the state observers design, and has the ability to bring coordinates of estimator error dynamics to zero in finite time. SMOs (Fig. 6 ) have attractive measurement noise resilience, which is similar to a Kalman filter. CP concerned with sliding mode method can be eliminated by modifying SMO gain, without sacrificing the control robustness and precision qualities [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] . Observed position error is given as To ascertain state converge to sliding surface, one has to verify Lyaponov 26-29 stability criterion given by , Eq. (7) gives
Results and Discussion
Experimental results were accomplished for a second order SMC of Eq. (2) applied on the system (Fig. 3) connected to a computer through a serial cable RS232. This required system control evolution, real and observed angular velocities, Ω 1 and Ω 2 , and azimuth and altitude inclinations, θ 1 and θ 2 . Sliding surface parameters used were µ =0. Using second order SMC, it was observed (Fig. 7 ) that steady state is reached in a short time (~15 s). Also, for the first test, θ 1 =0.48° and θ 2 =0.57°; thus azimuth inclination θ 1 is very close to altitude inclination θ 2 . This fact is related to elliptic movement nature of sun. However, presence of CP (~0.01°) was noticed. Real and observed angular velocities (Fig. 8) . This excellent result is due to high estimation quality of SMO. Moreover, SMC shows its robustness (Fig. 7 ) when a periodic disturbance signal is injected ( Fig. 9 ) with a signal period T of 15 s. System does not deviate from trajectory and preserve its equilibrium position. However, control evolution (Fig. 10) , with no high level but with sharp commutations frequency, does not give adequate operating conditions for actuators (both azimuth and altitude motors). As a solution to these problems (chattering and control oscillations), system was simulated by PID SM-MMC approach, resulting in CP elimination (Fig. 11) . Also, control evolution (Figs 12 & 13) of the system had less commutation frequency and reached steady state in a very short time, which preserved robustness of the system and gave good conditions for actuators.
Conclusions
In this study a SMO has been considered to evaluate angular velocities of stepper motors. Experimental results showed effectiveness of SMC in tracking process and its robustness unless disturbances and high estimation quality of SMO. PID SM-MMC was designed and process simulated. This new approach showed excellent result in term of CP elimination and control stabilization with preserving control robustness.
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